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For -uny years it has been traditional to view the Cistercians as the dis-
seminators of the Gothic style.l Yet, although the order adopted the pointed
arch and the rib vault and was instrumental in introducing these elements to
remote parts of the continent, the new vaulting systems were combined with
a wall structure that remained emphatically Romanesque.2 While Early
Gothic buildings of the middle of the twelfth century, such as Suger's choir
at St.-Denis and the cathedral of Noyon, are characterized by a tendency to
penetrate the wall surface with multiple openings, creating a diaphanous,
articulated, and complex wall structure, Cistercian architecture in this period
consistently rejects these tendencies in favor of massive mural effects. The
persistence of unarticulated wall surfaces in Cistercian building can be seen
nowhere more clearly than in the surviving abbey churches in southern,
western, and central France.

It has often been argued that Cistercian architecture is only an extreme
simplification of local building types,s which would in itself lead towards a
simplicity and conservatism of structure antithetical to the new approach to
the surface of the wall in Early Gothic. It is also possible that the apparent
archaic quality of, Cistercian architecture reflects the fact that the surviving
twelfth-century churches are located not in the Ile-de-France but rather in
provincial areas that clung to more conservative preferences in the face of
new developments taking place in Paris and the Northeast. Unfortunately,
the accidents of history have led to the virtually complete obliteration of all
twelfth-century Cistercian church architecture in the area to the northeast of
Paris, either through the ambitious reconstructions by the monks themselves
in the thirteenth century, the damage inflicted by the successive wars that

I See, lor example, Marcel Aubert, L'architecture cistercienne en France (Paris, 1947), l:248, who
describes the Cistercians as the "missionaries of Gothic," and Robert Branner, Gothic Architecture
(New York, 1967), p. 31.

2 Robert Branner has stressed this deliberate archaism in Cistercian architecture and charac-
terized it as "rib-vaulted Romanesque": Burgundian Gothie Architecture (London, 1960), p. 14. The
church at Varnhem in Sweden is an excellent example of this sensibility.

3 The foremost authorities on Cistercian architecture have expressed this opinion. See, for
example, Anselme Dimier, Les moines bâtisseurs (Paris, 1964), pp. 106-8; and Marcel Aubert,
"Existe.t-il une architecture cistercienne?" Cahins de ciailisation médinale I (1958), 153-58. Also
Hildêgarde.Beuer, "Evolution du plan des églises cisterciennes en France," Cîteatn in de Neder-
land,m 8 (1957), 269-89, especially p. 270; and Hanno Hatln, Die friihe Kirchmbauhunst der
Zisterzienser (Berlin, 1957'1, p. 97.
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have ravaged the area, or the mercenary destruction of the abbeys as quar-

ries in the decades iollowing the French Revolution.a Excavations have

permitted reconstruction of tîe plans of these churches, but too little re-

mains of the walls above the fùndations to allow reconstruction of the

elevations. It is clear that the plans of the cistercian churchs in northeastern

France adhere to the type found at clairvaux, cîteaux, and Fontenay, but

lack of information auoui ttre elevations has left unresolved questions such as

the nature of the vaulting systems and the degree of austerity of the inter-

iors.
overlookedinthesediscussionsaretheremainsoftheabbeychurchat

Ourscamp,locatedonlysixkilometerstothewestofNoyon'5Theruins
permit a'fairly compleie and accurate reconstruction of a cistercian eleva-

iio' er..t.d in the h."rt of the lle-de-France in the third quarter of the

twelfth century. Most of the abbey was pulled down in the first decades of

the nineteenth century to provide stonè for the housing of workers em-

fioy.a in the thread fu.tory irrstulled in the convenrual buildings, and at the

same time the Rayonnant cûoi. was transformed into a "picturesque" ruin by

ih. ,.*ouul of ihe webbing of the vaults' Two important parts of- the

twelfth-century church still sirvive, however, and these provide much of the

information eisential to a reconstruction of the interior elevation: the inner

face of the west wall, incorporated into the eighteenth-c€ntury facade, and

ih. o,rr., bays of the easr wall of rhe rransepts (plates l. and 2). Although

mutilated, rhese remains nonetheless provideilear indications of the original

disposition of the elevation.
Founded in 1129 by Simon of Vermandois, bishop of Noyon' Ourscamp is

among the eldest daughters of clairvaux.G :Ihe first small church was dedi-

cated in lï24.7 fhe'abbey apparently prospered and soon became well

known and much admired. WiiÉin twelve years of its foundation, Ourscamp

hadestablishedtwodaughterhouses_Beaupréinll3SandFroidmontin

a Such reconstructions were especially fiequent in northeastern France, for example at

Longpont,Vauclair,Clairmarais,andofcoursethechoirofourscampitse|f.Ineachofthe
abbe-ys listed here, most of the subsequent damage took place.whtl-th^ty were exploited as

q,r^.ri.r, though in many cases the ,urrriuirrg ruins-suffered considerable further destruction in

the shelling of World War I.
t The mist recent published study on Ourscamp is by Pierre Héliot, "I-e.choeur gothique de

l'abbatiale d'Ourscamp et le groupe de Longpont dans l'architecture cistercienne"'Bulletin de la

soci.été rwtionale da antiqnià d'e-France tf gSTl, pp' 146-62' The only previous study of the

architecture is by Eugène Lefèvre-Pontalis, "ourscamp," curtgrèsychéllogtque (.1905), pp' 165-68'

The cartulary was lublished by Achille Peigné-Delacottt, Cartulaire de I'abbaye Notre-Darne

ilOurscamp (Àmiens, 1865;, who also wrote a history of the abbey: Histoire de-l'abbaye Notre-Dame

a,ôurrro*p iA-i.n., l87o). Louis Paul Colliette also discusses the history of the abbey in some

detail in the Mémoires pour se|ir à I'histoire ecclésiasti4ue, ciaile, et rniktn'ire de Ia proaince du Vermandnis

(Cambrai, .1771-177i\,2:l8l-84 and 260-61, and publishes some of the more important

charters.
6 Galli,a.christiaru, 9:1129. Ourscamp is the seventh daughter house of clairvaux'
7 lbid., and Colliette, Mhnoires, 2:182.
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ll4l - and had accepted a third, Mortemer, as a daughtèr within its
filiation.s The early foundation of daughter houses is usually a reliable index
of the prosperity of an abbey; by statute, expansion was permitted only when
the population of the mother house exceeded sixty monks.e

In 1154 a donation by Ode de Roye, wife of the Châtelain de Roye,
initiated the construction of a vast new church, the scale of which reflects the
success of the abbey and the nurnber of monks.lo According to Gallia chris-
t'i.ana, this church was dedicated in l20l,1r but, as we shall see below, the
architectural details strongly suggest a much earlier date of completion. In
c. 1232, work began on the reconstruction of the chevet, which was expanded
with an apse, ambulatory, and radiating chapels. This new choir, an
interesting example of the persistence of Cistercian architectural values well
into the thirteenth century, will be discussed briefly at the end of this paper.

Of the original plan, only the outer bays of either transept are still in
place, the inner two having been demolished to make room for the new choir
(Plate 3). The remains of the twelfth-century transept correspond closely to
the surviving portions of wall at the west end of the church, however, and
indicate that the elevation and general dimensions of the nave were identical
to those of the east wall of the transept.

The plan of Ourscamp has been published in the Congrès archéologique of
1905 and in the Recueil of Father Dimier,r2 and its general disposition can be
reconstructed today even by the casual visitor ro the ruins (Plate 3). The long
nave corrsisted of nine rectangular bays flanked by square bays in the side
aisles, while the transept was composed of two bays on either side of the
crossing. In the east wall of the south transept there were three chapels and
a piscina, although only the south bay survives (Plate 5). In the north
transept there were four chapels to the east as well as two small bays attached
to the north transept terminal, and an additional chapel tucked into the
northeast corner (Plates 3 and 4). The additions to the north rransept
terminal were perhaps designed to form the junction berween the large
church of ll54 and the first small oratory of 1134, preserved and possibly
serving as a funerary chapel.13

s Ibid. Both Beaupré and Froidmont were in the diocese of Beauvais, and nothing remains of
either. Mortemer requested affiliation with Ourscamp in I137; it had formerly been a Benedic-
tine priory affiliated with Le Pin.

e See B. Lucet, "Les ordinations chez les cisterciens,"lnalecta sacri ordinis cistercimsis 10.(1g54),
276, n. 4. The published statutes are in the Statuta capitulorum gmerakum ordinis cisterci,euis, ed.
Josephus Canivez (Louvain, 1933), l, ll34 (38, n. l).

loGallia. christiana, 9:1130: ". incoeptum anno, 1154, majus monasterii templum, opem
ferente Oda, Raugae castellana. . . ." The original charter does not survive. See also Jacques
I-e.vasseur, lnrnles de réglise cathédrale d,e Noyon, jad,is dite de vermand (paris, 1688-1634), 3:829.

rr lbid. This date is not entirely certain, however. See below, note 26.
12 Lefèvre-Pontalis, "Ourscamp;" and Anselme Dimier, Recueil d,e ptaru d'égtiscs c,istercienrus

(Griinan, 1949),2, plate 219.
r3 The plan of the frrst church is published in Dimier, Recueil,2, plate 218, although it is not

clear whether it is conjectural or based on excavations. This chapel is described in a procès-aerbal
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Plate I
Ourscamp, view of
the transepts and choir
from the west

Plate 2

Ourscamp, interiors
of the west

facade
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Plate 3
Ourscamp, plan of
the abbey church
begun in 1154
(after Lefèvre-Pontalis)

Plate 4
Ourscamp,

north transept,
east wall
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Plate 5

Ourscamp,
south transept,
southeast corner

Plate 6
Ourscamp, north transePt,
juncture of the twelfth-
century church and the
reconstructed choir.
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Plate 7
Ourscamp, reconstruction
of the nave elevation
(Françoise Fromonot)

ï
west portals

Plate 8
Ourscamp,

base profiles

({dd/
b. choir
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Plans of the abbey church published hitherto have neglected to include the
large porch that formerly existed to the west of the church, even though the
south bay is still preserved in part, buried within the massive and unfinished
facade added to the church in l748.ra This porch, an integral feature of
Cistercian church design, is also described in a procès-aerbal of 1667, which
states that it contained chapels used by laymen, who were formerly denied
admittance to the church.l5

The plan of Ourscamp is thus close to that of other Cistercian churches, as

a rule characterized by a flat-ended chevet and chapels, a long nave, and a

western porch. Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the plan at Ourscamp
was the length of the church, which from east to west may have extended to
as much as 95 or 100 meters. The total width of the nave inside the wall was

19.74 meters, with the main vessel 8.72 meters wide and the aisles 4.21

meters wide. It is interesting to note that the total'width of the nave and the
aisles corresponded almost exactly to the height of the vaults, which were
approximately 19.40 meters above the ground at their crown'16

Although the inner two bays of the transept and the original chevet were
pulled down in the late 1220s or early 1230s to make way for the Rayonnant
choir, the pattern of chapels would have been the same as in the two
surviving outer bays (Plates 4 and 5). The chevet would have been as wide as

the nave, and it probably consisted of two bays, the first vaulted as high as

the nave. This is evident from the surviving eastern transverse arch of the
crossing, which was preserved in the thirteenth-century reconstruction of the
choir. The moldings on the eastern side of this arch indicate that the first
bay of the choir was rib-vaulted and that it was the same as the rest of the
main vaults. Indeed, the eastern crossing piers of the twelfth-century pro-
gram were preserved in the thirteenth-century reconstruction of the choir

of 1678, published by Peigné-Delacotrt, Histoire, p. 34, who in his plan of the abbey places it
flanking the north transept. As Peigné-Delacourt's plan seems to be largely based on the
seventeenth-century description ofthe abbey, which is very ambiguous on the actual location of
this chapel, it would be best to reserve judgment on its plan and location until excavations can

be undertaken. It was not unusual for the Cistercians to preserve an earlier church and to use it
as a chapel; this occurred at Cîteaux, Clairvaux, and Pontigny (see Aubert, Architecture ci^ster-

cimne, l;152-53).
la The surviving parts of this porch indicate that this was the most elaborate part of the

church, with en d,élit columns flanking the doorways (the only ones in the entire twelfth-century
program). It is interesting to notè that through the twelfth and most of the thirteenth century,

m dékt eiements appear in Cistercian chuches primarily in the context of portals.
tt "La grande église de la dicte abbaye, en laquelle on entre par un grand porche de treize pas

de long sur dix de large, dans lequel il y a deux chapelles, l'une à droicte, I'autre à gauche,

servans anciennement pour les estrangers qui n'avoient liberté d'entrer dans l'église." Quoted by

Peigné-Delacourt, Histoire, pp. 33-34.
rG These proportions correspond to those observed by Frariçois Bucher, "Cistercian Architec-

tural Purism," Comparatiue Studies in Society and Historl 3 (1960-1961), 89-105, especidlly p. 102,

where Bucher notes that the total width of the nave usually equals the height of the vaults. At
Ourscamp, the height of the nave elevation equals approximately four times the height of the
nave arcade piers.
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and simply cut back and refaced in order to produce a lighter and more
attenuated effect, in keeping with the slender and delicate proportions of
the Rayonnant work.l7 This allowed the retention of the eastern transverse
arch of the crossing that opened into the choir, the only part of the twelfth-
century vaults to survive intact (Plate l).

The interior elevation preserves a simplicity characteristic of Cistercian
design. The nave arcade was supported by simple cruciform piers (Plate 7).
A heavy horizontal molding passed along the top of each pier, setting off the
springing of the arcade arches but passing behind the responds rising to the
main vaults of the nave (Plates 2 and 4). The wall above the nave arcade
seems to have extended as a completely flat, uninterrupted surface to the
level of the clerestory windows, from which it was separated by a horizontal
molding identical in section with that below at the springing of the arches of
the arcade level (Plate 2). The molding at the base of the clerestory passed
over the responds to make the transition from the rectangular supports to
the heavy ribs of the quadripartite vaults. This system obviated the need for
capitals, which in fact existed only in the nave and transept terminal walls
(Plates 2 and 5). The clerestory windows were simple roundheaded lancets,
flanked on either side by flat panels of wall (Plate 7).

Any reader familiar with Cistercian architecture in France will note the
close resemblance between the interior of Ourscamp and the nave and
transepts of the abbey church of Pontigny, located in northern Burgundy
near the city of Auxerre.ls Although the form of the piers at Pontigny is
more complex than at Ourscamp, the rest of the elevation is nearly identical
in every respect. Furthermore, the height of the nave elevation is very close
in the two churches: Pontigny measures 19.50 meters to the crown of the
vaults, and Ourscamp about 19.40.

It seems unlikely that rib vaults were intended as part of the original
design at Ourscamp. The outermost of the two surviving chapels in the
north transept still preserves a pointed barrel vault, and the rib vaults of the
adjacent chapel to the south date to the late thirteenth or early fourteenth
century. If work on the church was indeed begun at the east end, as the
surviving pointed barrel vault in the transept chapel suggests, the original
flat-ended chevet may also have been barrel-vaulted. If so, it would have
consisted of two bays, the easternmost vaulted at a lower level than the
preliminary straight bay (Plate 3). Such an arrangement existed for example
at Fontenay, Noirlac, and I'Escale-Dieu, to name but a few random exam-

17 Although relatively litde has been published on the problem of reconstructions en sous-
oueure, this procedure was by no means uncommon, and appears for example in the west bays of
Mantes, throughout the choir of Meaux, and along the entire length of the nave of Notre-Dame
in Paris, where chapels were inserted between the buttresses in the thirteenth century..

r8 On Pontigny, the only detailed published study to date is Georges Fontaine, Poztigny, abbay
cisterci,mne (Paris, 1928). See also Robert Branner,Burgrnd,ianGothic, pp. 16-17 and 163. The
abbey is presently being studied by Miss Terryl Kinder at Indiana University.
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ples. A chevet of-two straight bays also existed at the church of Froidmont' a

âaughter house to Ourscamp, as can be seen in an eighteenth-century plan

of the abbey in the Bibliothèque Nationale.le In any case, the preserved

eastern transverse arch of the crossing indicates clearly t}r.at a rib vault was

constructed at least in the first bay east of the crossing, and that this was as

high as the nave and transepts.2o
The possibility that the design of Ourscamp was conceived originally

without rib vaults, and that these were added to the structure while con-

struction was in progress, is also suggested by the awkward juncture of ribs,

wall, and vertical supports (Plates 4 and 6), the absence of wall ribs, and the

fact that at the transept terminals and west wall of the nave the ribs rest on a

completely undecorated capital supported by a slender shaft that sinks into
the wall after a descent of several meters (Plates 2 and 5). These shafts,

however, are bonded into the wall, so that if the original program did not
include rib vaults, they were added while construction was still in its early

stages. It is true, of course, that stopping a shaft before it descends to

ground level is almost a rule of thumb in Cistercian elevations, but where

such shafts exist in other Cistercian interiors they almost invariably appear

consistently throughout the church, not only in the terminal walls. It is

possible that shafts of this type may have been applied to the flat responds in
ih. ,tpp". walls of the nave at Ourscamp, but as they do not exist in the east

wall of the transept, and as the structure is otherwise homogeneous, it seems

unlikely that they would have appeared in the nave. The form of the piers at

Ourscamp with their shallow responds suggests quite strongly that groin
vaults were originally intended, and that the change to rib vaults was made

while construction was in progress.2t This, of course' also occurred at Pon-

tigny, where the transepts are groin-vaulted and the nave is rib-vaulted.
There too the juncture of the rib and responds is awkward, strongly suggest-

ing a change in program.22
Details of the surviving parts of the church are homogeneous in the

transepts and the west wall ôf ttt. nave. The rounded and heavy profiles of
the dàgonal and transverse arches (Plates 4 and 6) suggest a date in the

third qriarter of the twelfth century. They are similar in character to those in

le A similar arrangement can be seen in the Premonstratensian church of St'-Martin at Laon.

See Lef,èvre-Pontalis, "Saint-Martin de Laon," Congrès archéologique (1911), l:225-39.
20 A variety of types of vaults also existed at the abbey of Noirlac, where there is a pointed

barrel vault in the chevet, groin vaults in the aisles, and rib vaults in the main vessel. See René

crozet, L,abbaye de Noirlnc et I'architeeture cistercienne en Bnry (Paris, 1932), pp.26-32.
21 Groin-vaulted interiors persisted remarkably laæ in Cistercian interiors. At Les-Vauxde-

Cernay, for example, where work seems to have continued through the ll80s, the nave was

entireiy groin-vauited and supported by piers very close in form to those of Ourscamp. See

Marcel Aubert, L'abbaye dzs Vaux de Cerna'y (Paris' 1931)'
22 Fontâine, Puntig"r, pp. 52-54. The rib vaults were a later addition in the nave of St.-Martin

at Laon also. But hàre thày were added after construction was completed, whereas at Pontigny

and ourscamp the change seems to have taken place while work was in progress.
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the ambulatory and radiating chapels of Noyon Cathedral, which have been
dated c. 1150-1165,23 as well as to those of other programs of the third
quarter of the twelfth century.24 The dating suggested by the rib vaults is
supported by other details, such as the base profrles of the western portals of
the aisles (Plate 8a). As other details of the west wall correspond closely to
those of the east wall of the transept, it seems highly probable that the
construction of Ourscamp proceeded in one continuous, uninterrupted
campaign, either from east to west or in a series of horizontal beds.25

This brings us back to the recorded consecration of the church in 1201.
Since all surviving masonry details in the western part of the church are
identical with those in the eastern part, and all strongly suggest a date in the
1150s and the ll60s, it seems more than likely that construction was com-
plete within about twenty years of its inception - that is to say, that the
church was probably ûnished by ll75 or perhaps even earlier. The date of
consecration recorded in Gallia christiana as an established fact is based on Le
Vasseur's Annales de l)égli"se cathedrale de Noyon, published in 1633, which
indicates considerable uncertainty about the reliability of the information.2G
It is also possible that consecration was delayed, as was not infrequent.2T In
any case, since Ourscamp was a rich foundation, and there was an endow-
ment specifically for the construction of the church, it is unlikely that
finances would have posed major difficulties or led to significant delays in
construction. Furthermore, Bishop Baldwin II of Noyon was buried in the

23 Charles Seymour, Notre-Dame dc Noyon in the Tuetfth Century (NewYork, 1967), pp. 166-6?.
The surviving flying buttresses that can still be seen at the west end of the nave of Ourscamp are
not part of the original structure, and probably date to the last decade of the twelfth century
(Plate 2).

2a Marcel Aubert, "Les plus anciennes croisées d'ogives," Bulletin monummtal 93-94 (1934),
5-67 and 137-237.

25 The latter suggestion would explain the complete homogeneity of the structure and the
insertion of rib vaults in the upper parts of the structure. I would like to thank Mary Dean for
this observation.

26 Le Vasseur, Annales, p. 829: "La grande Eglise plus moderne de 25. ans, renvoye son
origine à la devotion de noble Dame Ode, Chastellaine de Roye, qui la flt construire en I'an mil
cent cinquante quatre, sous Gilbert, troisième Abbé, & s'en fit la Dedicace I'an mil deus cens &
un, sous Baudouin Abbé neusiesme, par Estienne premier, Evesque de Noyon. Au moins telle
est la creance de plusieurs, voire mesme de feu Domp Jean Bocquet, naqueres religieux docte &
devotdelamaison...lequel ...ainserécesmots, Ilestàcroirequelnconsecrationaestéfaitepar
un Evesque de Noyon" (Le Vasseur's italics).

27 Late dedications are by no means unheard-of within the order; the abbey church of
Veruela, where the choir was begun shordy after 1146, was dedicated only in 1248 (Aubert,
Architecture cistercimne, l:102, n. 3). Often consecrations were arranged simply in order to take
advantage of the presence of the pope in the area. See René Crozet, "Etudes sur les conÉcra-
tions pontificales, "Bulletin marwmmtap (19a6), pp. 5-46, and Francis Salet, "Cluny lll," Bulletin
monummta/ (1968), pp. 23947. The delay of consecration seems to have been a frequent
problem in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries: see the text of the letter of 1237 read. tà the
clergy of England by Otto, the papal legate, which Matthew Paris includes in his English Hi*ory,
trans. and ed. J. A. Giles (London, 1852), :l:75-76. :
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abbey church at his death in I 167, as were two of his successors in I I74 and

I188.?8
Although mutilated and much modified, the ruins of ourscamp are sig-

nificant fàr a number of reasons. In the area northeast of Paris it is the only

Cistercian church from the mid-twelfth century of which enough remains to

permits a fairly secure reconstruction of the elevation (Plate 7)' It is among

th. fi"rt rib-vaulted Cistercian churches.2e And in broader terms, the interior

proves conclusively that the architecture of the cistercians was not simply a

reduction and mo'dification of local styles, but rather that the order had its

own strong architectural preferencesr that set Cistercian churches apart

from othei contemporary monuments. The severe monastic character of
Ourscamp is particuiarly itriking if we compare it with the nearby cathedral

of Nôyon, begun about a decade before the abbey church' Ourscamp comes

.lor" io Noyoî in its overall length, but the architecture of the abbey church

emphaticalfy rejects the developments in plan and elevation at the nearby

cathedral. Âhnà"gtt Ourscamp is only about six kilometers from Noyon, and

although the two ihared many of the same patrons (such as Bishop Simon of
VerrnJndois), the interior of Ourscamp, with its flat and massive wall sur'

faces, restricted clerestory, and relatively low vaults, is dominated by a

completely different esthetic. Indeed, elements such as the pointed barrel

vaulis in the transept chapels suggest the direct importation of Burgundian

solutions via the mother houses of the order'3o

As a postscript to this discussion of the twelfth-century church, it is

interesting to ttot. that the same spirit of restraint and conservatism domi-

nate in the design of the thirteenth-century choir. The new chevet begun in

c. 1232 p..r"ruè, a distinctly monastic tone in spite of various progressive

features in the structure.sl Both the height of the vaults and the two-story

disposition of the earlier church are preserved in the new choir, but now the

flaf panels of wall have been eliminated in favor of clerestory windows that

fill t^he entire width of each bay and descend to the top of the arcade (Plate

l). However, if the tracery patterns are compared with those of other
contemporary monuments, such as Amiens, the restraint and simplicity

of the fo.-t at Ourscamp are quite striking. Base profrles indicate that an

exterior "envelope" of radiating chapels was constructed first, so that most of

28 The statues of the Cistercian order restricted burials to those of kings, queens, archbishops,

and bishops. See Canivez, Statuta, l, ll3a @7\; I 152 ( I 0), and I 157 (63), in which founders are

also given the right to burial in the church'
2e The rib vaults of the abbey church at Noirlac seem to date to around I 175-1 180 (Aubert,

Architeeture cistercienne, 1:246; and Crozet, Abbaye d,e Noirlac, p. 53). Branner states that the first

rib vaults of the Yonne valley were used at Pontigny and dates their appearance there to c. I I 50

(Burgundian Gothic, pp. 16-17).
3o-pointed barrel vaults still survive in occasional churches in the area around OurscamP,

however; .for example in the transept of the church of Rieux in the oise.
3r C. Bruzelius, "Cistercian High Gothic: The Abbey Church of Longpont and the Architec-

rure of the Cistercians in the Eaily Thirteenth Century," Arnlectn' cisterciensia 35 (1979), 125.
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the new choir could have been constructed around the earlier chevet before
it was destroyed (Plate 8b). The actual juncture between the new choir and
the older transepts seems to have been somewhat delayed, however; the
capitals of the crossing piers of the choir are distinctly different and sorne-
whât later in style than the other capitals in the new program, and the
windows inserted in the upper wall of the east side of the transept date only
to the early fourteenth century (Plates I and 6). Possibly finances wer€ a
problem, although Abbot William, in office until 1256 or 1257, is recorded
as having established the plan of the new choir and having donated the choir
stalls, the latter suggesting that the new structure may have been in use by
his demise.32 In any case, the homogeneity of structure which is so striking
in the fragments of the transepts and nave is lacking in the thirteenth-
century chôir, where work may not have been complete until the insertion of
the windows in the east wall of the transept in the early fourteenth century.
But this delicate Rayonnant choir, with its slender proportions and sym-
pathetic relation to the earlier structure, is an example of the persistence of a
Cistercian esthetic into the thirteenth century, and is relevant here only as a
confirmation of the importance of this esthetic in the architecture of the order
as a whole.

CetvrsnrocB, Messecuusrtts

32 This has been poinæd out by Héliot, "Choeur," p. 158.
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